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ABSTRACT 

This study was conducted to explore the role of two color features in improving the performance of the existing 

No-Reference Image Quality Assessment Algorithms for Contrast-Distorted Images (NR-IQA-CDI). The used 

color features were Colorfulness and Naturalness of color expressed in CIELab and CIELuv color spaces. Test 

images used were the public benchmark databases that contain contrast-distorted images - TID2013, CID2013 

and CSIQ. Experiments for the exploration were conducted in two stages: the preliminary stage and the 

comprehensive stage. The results of preliminary study showed that the features of colorfulness and naturalness 

of color can improve the prediction of human opinion score which relies mainly on the feature of brightness-

only contrast. The results inspired to more comprehensive study where the Natural Scene Statistics (NSS) of 

these two features were estimated by modelling the probability distribution function (pdf) of 16,873 test images 

from a public database called SUN2012. The results based on k-fold cross validation with k ranging from 2 to 

10 showed that the performance of NR-IQA-CDI can be improved by adding the NSS of these features.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Image quality assessment (IQA) is an important study area in image processing and computer vision 

[1], since it requires assessing the performance of various image processing algorithms. Human Visual 

System (HVS) is the ultimate receiver and interpreter of image content; therefore, subjective 

assessment is considered the most reliable assessment method. However, subjective assessment is 

time-consuming, expensive and requires a lot of effort. To overcome this limitation, many Image 

Quality Assessment algorithms (IQAs) have been proposed over the past decade. The aim of IQA is to 

predict image quality in a manner that is consistent with the results of subjective assessment [2]-[3]. 

The IQAs available are classified into three categories according to the level of access to the reference 

image  - the distortion - free or perfect-quality image - which are: Full-Reference IQAs (FR-IQAs) in 

which there is full access to the  reference image, Reduced-Reference IQAs (RR-IQAs) which have 

access to only some of the information about the reference image [4]-[5] and the No-Reference IQAs 

(NR-IQAs) that require no information about any reference image [6]. In many applications, where 

there is no information about the reference image, the NR-IQA is highly desired [1]. One of such 

applications is the assessment of contrast-distorted image (CDI). Contrast distortion happens during 

image acquisition [1], where acquisition devices are not perfect or lighting is poor. This might cause 

loss of contrast and small details. In such case, this acquired image will be the original image, but it 

cannot be used as a reference image with perfect quality. 

In general, contrast change – distortion – is an important aspect in the field of image evaluation [1]. 

Nevertheless, despite all the work that has been proposed, there is still a lack for an algorithm that 

evaluates a contrast-distorted image that has no reference. This study aims to explore some elements 

that affect the evaluation of contrast distorted image by using the NSS of the color features. 

Recently image quality assessment algorithms have been proposed dealing with different types of 
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distortion, such as compression, blur or noise, but little with contrast distortion. No one can claim that 

there is an IQA algorithm that is perfectly consistent with human opinion. Some of them were close to 

subjective assessment, but for one database only. So, studies are still going on to find a better IQA 

algorithm. To help with this, in our research, we focused on studying elements of the algorithm – basic 

bricks - instead of building the assessment algorithm and the main target database was TID2013 

database, which recent IQA algorithms failed to evaluate [1]. Depending on what others have reached 

in this field, we decided to start working on improving the performance of these NR-IQA-CDI 

algorithms. And to do that, we needed to specify new features as will be explained in this research. 

Following sections include a comprehensive review of the work carried out on NR-IQA algorithms, 

research methodology that included brief explanation of colorfulness and naturalness of color, 

performance metrics used in the experiments, databases used, statistical tests and procedure of the 

experiments, followed by an evaluation of results, and finally a conclusion. 

2.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

When NR-IQA algorithms started, they were not based on specific types of distortion, which means 

that they were general image quality assessment algorithms detecting distortion in general; but, what if 

the distortion was specific: compression, blur, noise or contrast alone. Some of the algorithms were 

specialized to assess images with one distortion type such as blur [7], whereas others were general 

algorithms. Our main concern in this research is contrast distortion. Currently, it is noticed that general 

NR metrics usually follow two main thrusts; being natural scene statistics (NSS)-based or learning-

based. NSS-based metrics extract properties from the image using statistical properties in the natural 

image, while learning-based metrics are involved in learning and testing based on neural networks or 

support vector regression (SVR). These two types are not quite different, where NSS-based algorithms  

assume a certain statistical system in the spatial domain of natural scene [8]. 

In [9], Gu et al. proposed a new no-reference (NR)/ blind sharpness metric in the autoregressive (AR) 

parameter space. This metric was established by analyzing AR model parameters. They calculated the 

energy and contrast differences in the locally estimated AR coefficients in a pointwise way, then they 

quantified image sharpness with percentile pooling to predict the overall score. They validated the 

effect of the technique on subsets of blurring artefacts from four large-scale image databases (LIVE, 

TID2008, CSIQ and TID2013). Despite the claim that the metric was good, but it was not tested using 

contrast-distorted images. 

In [10], the authors proposed a metric based on Curvelet No-Reference Transform (CNR), which 

outperformed other full reference metrics, such as SSIM and PSNR, in predicting the level of  

distortion noise, JPEG compression or blur in natural images. But, this metric did not take into 

consideration contrast change (distortion); neither global nor local. Later in 2010, [11], Lua et al. 

proposed a no-reference metric that used contourlet transform based on an improved model of NSS - 

CNSS – established with contourlets. They claimed that this algorithm was superior to the 

conventional NSS model and could be applied to any distortion. This algorithm was general and was 

applied only to LIVE database. It was not tested on global or local contrast-distorted images. Li et al. 

in [12] used phase congruency, entropy and gradient as image features to assess image quality 

depending on the general regression neural network (GRNN).  Li et al. used LIVE database and 

divided it into five datasets. Five-fold cross-validation was used. This metric was a general metric, 

concentrated on one database and did not consider contrast change, whether global or local. 

Distortions change the statistical properties found in natural images. Moorthy et al. in [13] proposed a 

blind IQA framework and integrated algorithm based on natural scene statistics called DIIVINE index. 

This metric did not compute specific distortion features, but it extracted statistical features. This metric 

dealt with compression, noise, blur and fading. The metric was trained over LIVE database and 

evaluated using only TID2008. DIIVINE metric did not deal with contrast change and was limited to 

one global enhanced database for testing. In 2011, researchers started to work on contrast-distorted 

images. In [14], the authors claimed that the contrast quality is determined by two metrics; the 

histogram flatness (HF) and the Histogram Spread (HS). They claimed that low-contrast images have 

a low HS value, whereas high-contrast images have a high HS value. This means that HS can 
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differentiate between low- and high-contrast images. The images used were natural and medical 

images. The HS metric can specify whether the image requires more enhancement or not, but not 

specifying its quality. This metric was not tested on databases; besides, this metric relies on partial 

access to the reference image, which makes it a reduced reference metric and not a no-reference 

metric.  

There have been NR metrics that were designed for general purpose usage. The authors of [15] and 

[16] built statistical models of mean subtracted contrast normalized (MSCN) coefficients and spatial 

relationship between neighbouring pixels. The model was trained on features obtained from both 

natural and distorted images and on human judgments of the quality of these images. Therefore, 

BRISQUE metric in [15] was limited to the types of distortion it has been tuned to. It worked fine for 

noise, blur and compression distortion, but its performance degraded significantly for contrast-

distorted images, whereas for [16] there was a limited number of databases, and by comparison, the 

NIQE Index was not tied to any specific distortion type.  

In 2013 [17], Gu et al. proposed a reduced reference metric for contrast-change images called RIQMC 

metric depending on information residual between the input and the distorted images as well as the 

first four order statistics of the distorted image histogram. Gu et al. used CID2013, TID2013 and CSIQ 

public databases. This RIQMC metric was devised based on phase congruency and information 

statistics of histogram, acquiring superior performance beyond existing models and managing to 

enhance original natural images. Despite that the metric achieved an impressive performance, the 

major drawback was that there was partial access to the reference image and that access was not based 

on natural image statistics (NSS) model. It inevitably needs a single number (the entropy) from 

original natural image. Entropy is considered an important feature, while it cannot represent the local 

information of the image. Xue et al. used statistics associated with gradient magnitude and Laplacian 

features to measure image quality [18]. Xue et al. proposed a blind image quality metric BIQA that 

predicts image quality by analyzing the image statistics in some transformed domains, such as discrete 

cosine transform domain and wavelet domain. Used databases were LIVE, TID2008 and CSIQ. 

Despite that the results for BIQA were good, it dealt with distortion in general such as blur and 

compression, but not with contrast-distortion. 

In 2015 [1], Fang et al. proposed a no-reference image quality metric for contrast-distorted images 

depending on natural scene statistics (NSS). They employed many images to build an NSS model 

based on moment features. The authors used the three public databases CID2013, TID2013 and CSIQ. 

The results of their experiments were good for one of the databases, but not for TID2013 database, 

which called for more research.  

Li et al. in [7] used discrete orthogonal moments to evaluate blur effect. They proposed a blind blur 

assessment metric concentrating on blur distortion only. They used four public databases, which are 

LIVE, CSIQ, TID2008 and TID2013, in their experiments. The authors claimed that blur affects the 

magnitudes of moments of an image based on discrete Tchebichef moments. The gradient of a blurred 

image is first computed to account for the shape, which is more effective for blur representation. Then, 

the gradient image is divided into equal-size blocks and the Tchebichef moments are calculated to 

characterize the image shape. The energy of a block was computed as the sum of squared non-DC 

moment values. Finally, the proposed image blur score is defined as the variance-normalized moment 

energy, which is computed with the guidance of a visual saliency model to adapt to the characteristics 

of human visual system. This metric attempts to model indicators of quality for the distortion in 

question – blur - and hence was unsuitable for use for contrast change.  

In [19], Liu et al. proposed a no-reference image quality assessment method depending on mutual 

information of wavelet domain named (MIQA-II), by computing neighbouring pixels using LIVE [20] 

database. This method showed good results in identifying distortion. But, this method was based only 

on LIVE database without taking contrast change into consideration. In [21], Gu et al. reported a new 

large dedicated contrast-changed image database (CCID2014) which includes 655 images and 

associated subjective ratings recorded from 22 inexperienced observers and proposed a reduced 

reference image quality metric for contrast change (RIQMC) using phase congruency and statistics 

information of the image histogram. Validation of the proposed model was conducted on contrast 

related to CCID2014, TID2008, CSIQ and TID2013 databases. Despite that the metric showed good 

results, it required information from the original image – which was entropy – in addition to that it was 
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not tested on locally enhanced images. Depending on this metric, Wu et al. in [22] proposed a no-

reference metric for contrast-distorted image assessment. They extracted five statistical features from 

the distortion image and two features were extracted from the phase congruence (PC) map of 

distortion image. These features and human mean opinion scores (MOS) of training images were 

jointly utilized to train a model of Support Vector Regression (SVR). Despite that the results were 

close to RIQMC results, these results depended on one database only which is CCIID2014. In [23], Gu 

et al. presented a no-reference image quality assessment metric for contrast-distorted images. In the 

metric, they searched for local details. They first removed predicted regions in an image, claiming that 

the unpredicted ones are of much information. Then, they computed entropy of unpredicted areas of 

maximum information by visual saliency. Gu et al. used CID2013, CCID2014, CSIQ, TID2008 and 

TID2013 databases. According to the results achieved, there was still weakness in predicting quality, 

especially for TID2013, where the results was 0.64.  

Lately, Shokrollahi et al. proposed a contrast-changed image quality (CCIQ) metric including a local 

index, named edge-based contrast criterion (ECC) and three global measures [24]. They did not 

consider the metric as a full-reference metric, since the original image is not regarded to have the ideal 

quality. They claimed that it follows a new paradigm in image quality assessment. Experimental 

results on the three benchmark databases CID2013, TID2013 and TID2008 demonstrate that the 

proposed metric outperforms the state-of-the-art methods. This metric showed good evaluation for 

CID2013 and TID2013 when compared to full-reference metric (PSNR), reduced reference metric 

(RIQMC, [17]) and no-reference metric (NR-CDIQA, [1]). Regardless of the results, this metric is still 

referring to the original – reference - image. 

In [25], Gu et al. developed a blind/no-reference (NR) model for assessing the perceptual quality of 

screen content pictures with big data learning. In this model, they extracted four types of features 

descriptive of picture complexity, screen content statistics, global brightness quality and sharpness of 

details. The efficacy of the new model was compared with existing blind picture quality assessment 

algorithms applied on screen content image databases. The proposed model gave a promising 

performance. 

In [26], Gu et al. investigated the problem of image quality assessment (IQA) and enhancement using 

machine learning. In their work, they developed a new NR-IQA model by extracting 17 features from 

the given image by analyzing contrast, sharpness, brightness, among other features. They validated the 

efficiency of their metric using nine datasets. Another contribution of the authors was image 

enhancement to be based on quality optimization. The authors conducted histogram modifications to 

modify image brightness and contrast to a proper level. They claimed that their framework can 

enhance image contrast and lightness. 

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Experiments for exploring colorfulness and naturalness features were conducted in two stages: the 

preliminary stage, that explores the features of contrast and color using the raw data; this stage was 

fast and easy. Depending on the results from the preliminary stage, the comprehensive stage - using 

the NSS of the features - was conducted. The comprehensive stage required more time and work. The 

study implementation of this study started with: 

1- Getting the distribution of local contrast, colorfulness and naturalness for SUN2012 database 

using dfittool( ) in MATLAB software. 

2- Getting the probability distribution function (pdf) of these features. 

3- The implementation was conducted over three public databases CID2013 [27], [17], TID2013 

[28] and CSIQ [29]. 

4- The regression method used was Support Vector Regression (SVR) with cross-validation for k 

= 2 to 10.  

5- The performance metrics and tests used are mentioned later in sub-sections 3.3 and 3.5. 

3.1 Colorfulness Feature 

Colorfulness is a low-level feature of color; it is a visual sensation by which the perceived colorfulness  
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of any part of an object appears to be less or more chromatic [30]. Images were converted CIELab 

color space which contains all perceivable colors. CIELab was used, because it has an infinite range of 

colors that exceeds those in RGB color model to simulate human vision. In addition, it is device-

independent. See Figure 1.  

-  

Figure 1. To the right is the image in RGB and to the left is the image in CIELab color space. 

3.2 Naturalness Feature 

Naturalness is a high-level feature of color; it is composed of hue, saturation, chroma and luminance, 

which makes it a good complement to colorfulness. For naturalness computation, images were 

converted into CIELuv color space that uses previously mentioned color components. 

3.3 Performance Metrics Used in the Experiments 

For measuring the correlation with MOS, Pearson Linear Correlation Coefficient (PLCC) and Root 

Mean Squared Error (RMSE) were used to predict accuracy. For monotonicity, Spearman Rank Order 

Correlation Coefficient (SROCC) was used. 

3.4 Databases 

Databases used in the experiments were: first the CID2013 database which was established for 

contrast-distorted images. It contains 15 references and 400 contrast-enhanced images. Twenty-two 

people have shared in providing quality score for MOS. Second, the TID2013 database that contains 

25 reference images with different distortion types including contrast distortion. The last was the 

CSIQ database with 30 reference images and different types of distortion. CSIQ database contains 116 

contrast-distorted images. Subjective tests on the three databases followed the recommendations of 

ITU-R BT 500-12 [31]. A sample of images used in the research is displayed in Figure 2. 

           
 

           
 

     

Figure 2. Sample of original (to the left) and contrast-distorted images. Top row from CSIQ 

database, middle row from CID2013 database and bottom row from TID2013 database. 

3.5 Statistical Test 

Paired t-test was conducted for each of the four performance metrics based on the metric’s 

value obtained before and after modification in either feature or regression. The output of t-

test was the p-value; the probability that the differences between two groups of data in a pair 
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were not statistically significant; the higher the probability, the more likely the differences are 

not statistically significant. In this study, the p-value less than 0.05 was interpreted as the 

differences being statistically significant. The results were reported in the form of percentage 

of difference for each of the databases and average differences over all databases. 

3.6 Procedure of the Experiments 

Conducted experiments in the preliminary stage included: 

1. Computing local contrast, colorfulness and naturalness for each image in the three public 

databases. 

2. Preparing the five moment features for each database (mean, standard deviation, entropy, 

skewness and kurtosis) for color features. 

3. Using Support Vector Regression (SVR) for predicting the output data to be compared with target 

data of MOS. 

4. Computing PLCC, SROCC and RMSE correlations performance metrics. 

5. Computing t-test for each performance metric. 

3.6.1 Preliminary Stage 

Contrast vs. (Contrast + Colorfulness) and Contrast vs. (Contrast + Naturalness) 

This experiment measures the correlation between MOS and local contrast feature before and after 

adding each of color features - colorfulness and naturalness - to the contrast. 

1. Image data were partitioned using cross-validation cvpartition( ) function for  k-fold from 2 to 10 

to minimize bias.  

2. In each round – from the k sets – each set acts as a test set only once, whereas the remaining are 

training sets and same for all sets. 

3. PLCC, SROCC and RMSE performance metrics were used to find the correlation between MOS 

and local contrast. 

4. Each k group prediction was averaged. 

5. Percentage of difference before and after adding the (raw or NSS) of the feature was computed. 

6. The statistical parametric t-test was performed to test the null hypothesis. 

3.6.2 Comprehensive Stage 

(Five moment features) vs. (five moment features + pdf of Colorfulness feature) and (five moment 

features) vs. (five features + pdf of Naturalness feature) 

To compute colorfulness of color, the image was converted from RGB color space into CIELab color 

space, then Chroma of the color was computed according to the equation: 

𝐶∗ = (𝑎∗2 + 𝑏∗2)0.5   Equation (1) 

where C* is the computed Chroma. Colorfulness of color was computed according to the following 

equation: 

𝐶𝑘 = 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝐶∗) + 𝑠𝑡𝑑(𝐶∗)   Equation (2) 

The steps to compute the naturalness of color were to convert the image from RGB color space into 

CIELuv color space. Images were first converted from RGB color space into XYZ color space, then 

the parameters for Luv were computed according to the equations: 

𝐿∗ =  {
116(

𝑌

𝑌𝑛
)

1

3 − 16  𝑖𝑓 
𝑌

𝑌𝑛
>  0.008856

903.3 (
𝑌

𝑌𝑛
)         𝑖𝑓 

𝑌

𝑌𝑛
 ≤ 0.008856

   Equation (3) 

𝑢∗  =  13 (𝐿∗)(�́� − 𝑢�́�)   Equation (4) 
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𝑣∗  =  13 (𝐿∗)(�́� − 𝑣�́�)   Equation (5) 

where �́� =  
4𝑋

𝑋+15𝑌+3𝑍
 , 𝑎𝑛𝑑 �́� =  

9𝑌

𝑋+15𝑌+3𝑍
   Equation (6) 

𝐿∗ scales from 0 to 100. 

Then the computed variables of luminance, hue and saturation were used in computing naturalness of 

color for each image as follows: 

𝐶∗ = (𝑢∗2 + 𝑣∗2)0.5    Equation (7) 

ℎ𝑢𝑣 = arctan (
𝑣∗

𝑢∗
)       Equation (8) 

𝑆𝑢𝑣 =
𝐶∗

𝐿∗     Equation (9) 

Finally, the naturalness of color was computed according to the equation: 

Nij = exp (−0.5(
Sij− μj

σj
)2)   Equation (10) 

This experiment measures the correlation between MOS and the probability of the five features (mean, 

standard deviation, entropy, skewness and kurtosis) before and after adding the probability of each 

feature of colorfulness and naturalness. Steps followed were the same as in the preliminary 

experiment.  

4. EVALUATION OF RESULTS  

The results of the preliminary stage were encouraging for moving to the comprehensive stage. So, the 

results displayed here concern the comprehensive stage only. 

Table 1 and Table 2 summarize the results. Table 1, row 1 shows the percentage of difference in each 

of the performance metrics for adding the colorfulness feature. Table 2, row 1 shows the p-values of 

the paired t-tests. As seen in Table 1, there was a good improvement in the results of the experiment 

when using TID2013 database – this database was a target for improvement. PLCC and SROCC 

increased by 3.04% and 4.92% and RMSE decreased slightly by 0.94%. As seen in Table 2, all the 

three p-values for TID2013 database were less than 0.05, indicating that the differences in all three 

performance metrics were statistically significant.  

As for CID2013, there were marginal decrements in PLCC and SROCC by 0.36% and 0.59%, 

respectively, with a marginal increment in RMSE by 1.08%.  As seen in Table 2, all the three p-values 

for CID2013 were less than 0.05, indicating that the differences in all the three performance metrics 

were statistically significant. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the magnitudes of change in the 

three metrics were very marginal. 

For CSIQ database, there were good increments in PLCC and SROCC by 13.69% and 13.42%, 

respectively, while there was a good decrement in RMSE by 11.44%. The statistical test results in 

Table 2 indicated that the differences in the three performance metrics were statistically significant. 

For the average results over the three databases, there were good increments in PLCC and SROCC by 

5.46% and 5.92%, respectively, with a decrement in RMSE by 3.77%. The results of statistical tests 

showed that there were statistically significant improvements in PLCC, SROCC and RMSE, since the 

p-values were less than 0.05. Overall analysis indicated that adding colorfulness could improve the 

performance of NR-IQA-CDI. 

This was for adding colorfulness feature. As for adding naturalness feature, Table 1, row 2 shows the 

percentage of difference in each of the performance metrics, whereas Table 2, row 2 shows the p-

values of the paired t-tests. As seen in Table 1, there was an improvement in the results of experiment 

using TID2013 database. PLCC increased by 3.53%, while SROCC slightly increased by 0.17%. 

RMSE decreased by 1.42%. As seen in Table 2, the p-values for PLCC and RMSE were less than 

0.05, indicating that the differences in these two performance metrics were statistically significant. 

However, there was no statistically significant difference in SROCC. 
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As for CID2013 database, there were slight increments in PLCC and SROCC by 0.43% and 0.73%, 

respectively, with a marginal decrement in RMSE by 0.8%. As seen in Table 2, all the three p-values 

for CID2013 were less than 0.05, indicating that the differences in all three performance metrics were 

statistically significant. 

For CSIQ database, there were increments in PLCC and SROCC by 17.05% and 18.67%, respectively 

and there was a decrement in RMSE by 12.88%. The statistical test results indicated that the 

differences in all three performance metrics were statistically significant. 

For the average results over the three databases, there were increments in PLCC and SROCC by 

7.00% and 6.53%, respectively and a decrement in RMSE by 5.03%. The results of statistical tests 

showed that there were statistically significant differences in PLCC, SROCC and RMSE, because the 

p-values were less than 0.05. Overall analysis indicated that adding naturalness could improve the 

performance of NR-IQA-CDI. 

Coming to adding both colorfulness and naturalness together, results were displayed as follows:  

Table 1, row 3, shows the percentage of difference in each of the performance metrics and Table 2, 

row 3, shows the p-values of the paired t-tests. As seen in Table 1, there was an improvement in the 

results of experiment using TID2013 database, which was a target for improvement. PLCC and 

SROCC increased by 5.19% and 5.28%, respectively. RMSE decreased by 1.79%. As seen in Table 2, 

for all three performance metrics - PLCC, SROCC and RMSE - p-values for TID2013 were less than 

0.05, indicating that the differences in all three performance metrics were statistically significant.  

As for CID2013 database, there was a slight decrement in PLCC by 0.07%, whereas SROCC slightly 

increased by 0.19%, with a marginal decrement in RMSE by 0.67%. As seen in Table 2, SROCC and 

RMSE p-values for CID2013 were less than 0.05, indicating that the differences in these performance 

metrics were statistically significant. 

For CSIQ database, there were good increments in PLCC and SROCC by 19.18% and 20.50%, 

respectively. RMSE showed a good decrement by 15.47%. The p-values for statistical test results were 

less than 0.05, indicating that the differences in the three performance metrics were statistically 

significant. 

Averaging the results over the three databases, there were increments in PLCC and SROCC by 8.10% 

and 8.65%, respectively, with a decrement in RMSE by 5.53%. The results of statistical tests showed 

that there was statistically significant improvement in PLCC, SROCC and RMSE, because all the p-

values were less than 0.05. Overall, the results indicated that adding both colorfulness and naturalness 

of color could help improve the performance of NR-IQA-CDI.  

Comparing adding each color feature alone to adding both together gave the results listed in Table3 

and Table 4. Table 3 shows the percentage of difference in each of the performance metrics and Table 

4 shows the p-values of the paired t-tests for adding colorfulness or naturalness versus adding both. 

Table 3 shows that PLCC increased by 2.42% and 1.04% when adding both features as compared to 

adding only colorfulness and adding only naturalness, respectively. The p-values of statistical tests 

were less than 0.05, indicating that the differences in the performance metrics for adding both features 

were statistically significant.  

SROCC increased by 2.48% and 2.03% when adding both features as compared to adding only 

colorfulness and adding only naturalness, respectively. The p-values of statistical test results were less 

than 0.05, indicating that the differences in the performance metrics for adding both features were 

statistically significant. 

RMSE decreased by 1.95% and 0.59% when adding both features as compared to adding only 

colorfulness and adding only naturalness, respectively. The p-value of statistical test for both features 

versus colorfulness only was less than 0.05, indicating that the differences in the performance metrics 

were statistically significant. There was no statistically significant difference for adding both features 

versus adding only naturalness, but this has only a small effect. 
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Table 1. Percentage of difference in the performance after adding natural scene statistics of both 

colorfulness and naturalness to the five features each one separated and both together. 
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Table 2. P-values for the performance for adding natural scene statistics of both colorfulness and 

naturalness to the five features each one separated and both together. 
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Table 3. Percentage of difference in the performance after adding both features vs. colorfulness and 

both features vs. naturalness over the three public databases. 

Features PLCC SROCC RMSE 

Both vs. Colorfulness 2.42% 2.48% -1.95% 

Both vs. Naturalness 1.04% 2.03% -0.59% 
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Table 4. P-values for paired t-test on the difference in the performance of NR-IQA-CDI after 

adding both features vs. adding only one of them. 

 PLCC SROCC RMSE 

Both vs. Colorfulness 1.6454x10-06 7.5066x10-05 1.1542x10-09 

Both vs. Naturalness 2.3174x10-03 6.5035x10-04 2.1236x10-01 

5. CONCLUSION 

This study tested the hypotheses that: “adding colorfulness of color could improve the performance of 

NR-IQA-CDI in predicting MOS” and “adding naturalness of color could improve the performance of 

NR-IQA-CDI in predicting MOS”.  

Results denoted that there was a significant positive difference – improvement in the performance of 

prediction – for adding only colorfulness of color feature, for adding only naturalness of color feature 

and even for adding both of color features together in evaluating the no-reference image quality. 

Adding both color features versus adding either one of them showed – in general – that adding both 

features gives better results. 

The variety of images in each database and the number of images played a part in the results. But, in 

spite of this, the results came promising for the proposed features in predicting the quality of images 

that have no reference.  
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 ملخص البحث:

اأجريتتتتت التتتتت بادف ادتتتتتتدار تتتتت  ادتخصاتتتتتل ا فاادحسختتتتتء ا تتتتت ا  تتتتتل  ادف تتتتت  ا تتتتت ا   تتتتتء اأ د 

  داز ءتتتتتتتل ا دءتتتتتتتءداجتتتتتتت  اادف تتتتتتت اا  يصتتتتتتتدادفصرجتتتتتتت ادفدل صتتتتتتتدارلفس تتتتتتت داف  تتتتتتت اا اتتتتتتت لدا

 خ لالتتتتتلاأ تتتتتلادف تتتتت اادفختتتتت ا تتتتتدادا.لصتتتتتءخل الصتتتتتللانء يتتتتتدادف تتتتت  اف  ء ختتتتت دفخدفخ تتتتتلي االل تتتتتل ا

 صلنتتتتتت ا تتتتتت ا  د تتتتتت ارءلنتتتتتتل ا رج ءتتتتتتدا اتتتتتتخص ا  تتتتتت اصتتتتتت اا اتتتتتت لدادفخ تتتتتتلي ااف تتتتتتدا جتتتتتترد ا

ل جادفخجتتتتتتلارا تتتتتت ا تتتتتترن خء الصتتتتتتللادفصرن تتتتتتداديففءتتتتتتد افدفصرن تتتتتتدادفاتتتتتتل  دااف تتتتتت ارءستتتتتت انختتتتتت

 ا ء ءختتتتتتت ايصصس صتتتتتتتلا   تتتتتتتءدفصرن تتتتتتتداديففءتتتتتتتدا تتتتتتت ادف ادتتتتتتتتداأ ا لصتتتتتتتءخ انء يتتتتتتتدادف تتتتتتت  اف 

دفخ  تتتتتتت ادفختتتتتتتليارتتتتتتتلفرألادف اتتتتتتترلادفتتتتتتت لاير صتتتتتتت ا  تتتتتتت ا لصتتتتتتتءدادفخ تتتتتتتلي ادفصتتتتتتتر   اراتتتتتتت اا

ادإلضل اا د ا

 تتتتل ءل اف تتتت ا تتتتج  انختتتتل جادفصرن تتتتداديففءتتتتدا  تتتت ادفدءتتتتلإار ادتتتتتدا تتتتل  دا تتتت اأجتتتت ا دتتتت يرا ن

ِفتتتتتت الادفصاتتتتتت  ادفل ء تتتتتت اف خلصتتتتتتءخء ادفصتتتتتت ا ا ء  اف فتتتتتت ا  تتتتتترانص جتتتتتتدا دفتتتتتتدا  زيتتتتتت اد نخصتتتتتتل

اافأفضتتتتتتت  ادفسختتتتتتتل جادفص سءتتتتتتتدااSUN2012اصتتتتتتت اااد خ تتتتتتتلاا تتتتتتت ا ل تتتتتتت اادف ءلنتتتتتتتل ا16873

 ا اأ10 فتتتتتت اا2  تتتتتت ادفخليءتتتتتت ادفخدتتتتتتل   ادفصعتتتتتتل ا انءتتتتتت ايختتتتتتردف ا  ل تتتتتت ادفصعتتتتتتل  دا تتتتتت ا

ل اأ د ا  داز ءتتتتتتل ا دءتتتتتتءداجتتتتتت  اادف تتتتتت اا  يصتتتتتتدادفصرجتتتتتت ايصصتتتتتت ا   تتتتتتءس ار ضتتتتتتل دا ن تتتتتتل ء

اا ف ادف  اادفصخخ رااادفصا  ادفل ء  افخلصءخ انء يدادف   اف  ء خ 

 

 


